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Causes and COrrection

Abstract

The prevailing paradigm for understanding the causes and correc-

tion of learning and related behavior problems is seen as over-empha-

sizing person variables. It is suggested that an interactional model

would be more in keeping with contemporary psychologidal theorizing

and available data. Implications of understanding causal determinants

in interactional terms are discussed, and a sequential and hierarchi-

cal strategy for identification and correction based on an interactional'

model is outlined.
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Towards Broadening Conceptualizations of the Causes and

Correction of Learning and Related Behavior Problems'

For interventions to be logically planned, they must be based on

an underlying rationale regarding the purpose of the intervention and

the procedures to be implemented. Critical aspects of any underlying

rationale are the concepts used to understand (a) the causes of prob-

lems in learning and behavior and (b) how to correct these problems.

Even when not systematically formulated and/or explicitly stated, such

concepts are seen as stimulating the thoughts and actions of those re-

sponsible for the interivention (e.g., see.Adelman and Taylor, 1977a;

Bruner, 1966; Howard and Orlinsky, 1972). The purpose of this-paper is

td highlight the prevailing perspective regarding'the causes and cor-

rection of learning and related behavior problems and the needfor broad-

ening this iersuctive.

Causes

Causal models explaining human behavior may emphasize environmental

or internal determinants of behavior or an interaction of both sets, of

determinants. In general; however, there,has been an increasing ten-.

dency by psychologists to discuss learning and behavior in interact-

ional terms. At the same time, 'it has become evident that not all in-

teractional explanations are the same. For example, Bandura (1978)

..recently has criticized prevailing interactional models as focusing on

a delimited set of variables and portra4ng such variables as operating
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unidirectionally. Instead, he has advocated an interactional model of

causation which suggests environmental and internal factors reciprocally

interact not only with each other but with the organism's behavior as

While it is notc6ncommon for learnihgand behavior to be siscussed

in interactional terms, learning and behavior problems seem more com-

monly 40 be attributed to person variables, e.g.; disorders, disabili-

ties, traits. The reasons-for this are understandable in a'historical

context and in terms of "naiye psychology" (Heider,. 1958). However,.

from the standpoint of contemporary psychological theory, it appears

to be a premature and overly restrictive paradigm for understanding the

wide range of learning,and behavior problems. In particular, by adopt-

ing this limited Perspective, the implications of critical environmental

and interactional determinants are rarely discussed and Studied, e.g.,

there is little research on-the proportion of learning prOblems which

result primarily from something being wrong with the learning environ-
s

ment. Indeed, the preponderance of the literature on learning problems

presents the locus of such problems as being within the person (usually

some form of minimaltrain dysfunction or emotional problem). Even

those writers who suggest that the problem may have begun with factors

not the pers'on, such as faulty child-rearing practices, quickly

pointout,that such factOrs probably have produced developmental prob-

lemsdeficits in response capabilities--which are the immediate, di-
_

rect cause'*of current problems (ap0 thus, should be the prtniary focus

A of treatment).

4D.
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Since environmental and interactional causal determinants tend to

be minimized and, when discussed, the implications tend not to be drawn
-

out, a few points are worth emphasizing here. First, it may be noted

that environmental factors which may in themselves be causal 'variables

or which may interact with person factors can be conceptualized on

three levels: (1) the immediate environment (e.g., classroom, home),

(2) the proximal environment (e.g., school, neighborhood), and (3) the

contextual environment (e.g., socio-cultural, political-economic).

Stated Simply, factors in any of these environments can cause learning

and behavior problems by not providing opportunities which mobilize the

person and/or facilitate the person's learning efforts. In this connec-

tion, environments may be passive, e.g., simply nbt offering opportun-

ities, or they may be actively hostile, e.g., making demands of the pep-

son which (s)he is expected to, but is unlikely to want to and/or

be able'to fulfill at the time the demands are made.° Without amplifying

these points further, it should-6e evident that attributing the locus of

the problem to some contemporary environmental conditions leads to dif-

ferent implica(tIons.for intervention than person-attributions. Specif-

ically, it suggests that changing the environment may be the best inter-

vention. HoweVer, the full, implications of' this point also are often

ignored. For example, it is not uncommon to see some problem behavior

. (e.g., excessive behavior interpreted as attention-getting behavior) as

resulting from parentsCor teachers inadvertently reinforcing sucb be-

havior. In such cases, rather than focusing on the child, the focus is

U
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shifted to the "environment" and the adults are asked to behave differ-

ently so that .the youngster will change. This probably is preferable

to continuing, to blame the child for bad behav,ior and focusing all the

intervention activity on her/him, while the adults continue to act in

inappro iate ways. However, the, assumption underlying all the activity

is that the child has developed a problem and his/her behavior must be

modified: At best, such and orientation recognizes that the environment

,.may be functioning in some inappropriate ways which don't offer oppor-

tunities which elicit a posittve behavior. The possibility that the be-

havior is simply a reaction to an actively hostile environment which is

making inappropriate demands tends to be-ignored.

Before moving on to discuss correction, it also seems worth empha-

sizing some of then factors which have,and continue to be responsible

for the relative deemphasis of environmental "causes." One possible

reason is suggested by Jones and Nisbett (1971). in their hypothesis that

"there ris a, pervasive-tendency for actors to attribute their actions to

situational requirements, whereas observers tend to attribute the -same

actions tostable personal dispositions." the professionals who assess

)

learning and behavior problems, of course, are .)'observers" in this sense,

Another treason for ignoring the implications of an actively hostile en-

4
.vi ronment is'ttlat the professionals who'iritervene_to help persons ex-

periencing problems areilo(bsually in the position to make major changes

in the environment .(especially the 'proximal and contextual environments).

Therefore, they tend to focus*on "helping" persons (a) to understand
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the problems they are experiencing (usually from the "observer's" per-

spective that problems are within the person), and (b) either to change

in ways that will make them a better match with the environment or to

learn to live with their problems. Another, reason environmental causes

have tended to be deemphasized is suggested by t,ie recent locus of con-

trol literature. The prevailing body of knowledge has implied that

persons who attributed responsibility for problems to personal charac-

teristics were somehow better people ("good guys") than those who di'dn't.

That is, field independence and internal locuS,of control attributions

were seen as highly related to competence and self'-direction. it only
7

-has, been recentV; as the research in the area has become more sophisi

ticated, that the concept of "appropriate external catise..has,been di-

cussed prominently. This concept stresses that Aere are many cases,

espeCially with minority and "second-class" ..citizens, where identifying

the cause as being in the environment is°appropriate and where problems

could bE best eliminated if environmental changes were feasible.

The above discussion of cause :implies that the causes of :learning

and,behavior problems are known. In theory, many are. Empirically,

however, few factors (person or environment, never mind their complex

.transactions) have been demonstrated validly to have a speCificcause-0

effect relationship with reference to the moStlrequently,encountered

learning and behavior problems. The state of the art is such that if

a persan has such problems, there is airy low probability that any

currently'available assessment procedures can validly detect the factors

which led to the problem. (That is, such assessment procedures have very
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poor postdictive validity.) In fact,-the probability of identifying

the critical current contributing factors may not be much higher.

Thus, it seems clear that it is not so much one's ability to assess as

one's theory of causal and contributing factors which are primary shap-.

ers of assessment practices, diagnostiC classifications, and interven-

tion approaches

Identification and Correction

Contemporary trends in programs for'persons with learning problems

include: (1) a wide range of identification and treatment activity

signed for persons whose problems. actually reside within them, and.(2),

activity aimed. at revising systems such as schools which may be produc-

ing many of the prqblems that subsequently are identified as.residing

within persons. While these two trends exist, it is well to note again

that the bulk of the literature and current Investigation,is)focused

on the former, Thus, the various labels assigned to-this "population

(e.g., learning disordered,' minimal brain dysfunctioned, dytlexic, hyper-

kinetic) are stimuli which usually elicit discussion of theories of

rological and biochemical dysfunctions, per4ptual-motor problems, lan-'

guage procetsing problems, nutritional problems, and related treatments,
*

e.g., stimulant drUgs, visual-perception training, kinesthetic techniques,

special diets, and so forth. That the bulk of work should be so-focused

is ironic since the 5urrent evidence seems to suggest that only asmaT1

minorityof school-related learning and behavior problems stem from such

causes.
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In our work, based on an interactional Model, we have hypothesized

that the best strategy for investigating whether a person has a Specific

Learning Disorder is to begin by investigating the possibility that the

problem being manifested actually has been caused by a non-facilitative

environmental system rather than an internal disorder. That is, by
p rob le/n.1

placinga group of persons with learning and behavior4(including possible

Specific Learning Disorders) in an environment which can accommodate

their individual differences in motivation and development, it is hy-

pothesized that a significant number will once again begin to learn ef-

fectively (Adelman, 1977, 1978). .These persons, then, can reasonably

be viewed, as not having speCific disorders--ledving only the minority

who Continue to have problems to be studied for internal disorders.

Thus, our approach to assessing cause is to do so through efforts to cor-

.rect the problem.

More generally, an interactional model implies the need for an in-

tervention approach which encompasses strategies for dealing with both

system and person causal factors. In this connection, our research re-

lated to the correction of learning arld behavior problems incorporates

a sequential and hierarchical set of strategies (e.g., see Adelman, 1971;

Adelman and Taylor;']977a, 1977b). To briefly reiterate the essence of

this app.roac,h,,it should be noted that we begin with the assumption that

many persons seen as.having problems learning probably do not have in-

ternal defects or deficits. Moreover, ft.-is ,ssumed that the facilita-

tion of appropriate learning requires an environment which stimulates

accomodative modification and subsequent assimilation, i.e., establishes

a pattern of stimulation which results in ammptimal match between the

10
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learner's adaptive assimilated schemata and the learning environment.

Given these assumptions, the first intervention step needed is seen as

being the creation of environments' which have a high probability of pro-

du5ng such optimal matches. This means environments which are designed

to systematically accomodate a wide: range of individual differences in

motivation and development. In such enriched environments, interveners

work with learners to plan and implement personalized programs keyed to

areas where learners arecurrently intrinsically motivated and geared

to their current developmental levelS, including provision for the appro-

priate type and degree of structure (i.e., support and direction) the

learner needs in order to progres.

Even after establishing learning agreements (contracts) on the basis

of personalized criteria, interveners may find that some learners re

continuing to_ present serious problems in learning and/or behavior. In

such instances, the interveners next explore, through conferencing, ob-

servation, task analysis, and related assessment activity,' Whether the

learner wants to Work on the problem and what special accommodations

must be made in the environment to change the problem situation. For,

example such assessment activity might involvew activities and subjects,

trying different materials, methods and techniques, and possibly even

involvement in other programs. After.this step, interveners and learners

re-evalUate to determine whether the changes in the program resulting

from the assessment activity Piave been effective in addressing the prob-

lems or at least have provided data indicating' needed additional changes
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or the need for a "special" (more intensive) intervention.

If the "normative" environmental changes have not been effective"

in addressing the learning and/or behavior problems, a spec-ial inter=

vention is initiated to provide additional assessment for.program plan-

ning, and then,.if necessary, to implement specialized treatment. In

this connection, a resource person (e.g., remedial specialist, psychol-

ogist) may be needed to work systematically (sequentially and hierarch-
. 0

ically) in further assessing, if feasible, the level at which the prob-

lem is based, i.e.; first, whether the problem simply,results from fail-

ure to adequately accomodate motivational and developmental factors or

secondly,_whether it is due to significant, underlying sdcio-emotional

or processing,(neurological) dysfunctions. Such assessment and related

treatment activity may be dorie simply as an adjunct to regular interven-

tions-or in a few extreme cases may need to replace these programs for.4110-a'while. That is, it may be as temporally limited as a one-time session

or may be carried out for a prolonged period. For instance, a.special-
,-

ized assessment might involve a one hour interview, several hours Of test-

ing, or several weeks of instructional activity; specialized treatments

might involve hourly psychotherapy sessions one or more times a week for

as long as indicated or a complete one-to-oneinstructional and counsel-
,/

ing program for several weeks in lieu of participation in other programs

such as regular or remedial classes. Finally, as effective strategies

are identified as part of the specialized interventions, efforts need

to be made to translate the special work into activities which can be

12
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_tarried out as part of regular programs. For,example, if a student has

been working extensively outside the classroom, this might be accomplished

through a tranistio eriod during which the resource person implements

the speCial program in the context of, classroom, helping the teacher

learn,and integrate the procedures into the classroom, and then

phasing her or himself out of contact with the student.

Concluding Statement

Space does not'alloW for more than the above sketchy discussion of

these sequential and hierarchical strategies. The reader interested in

more detail is,referred to the primary sources cited above: "Before'con-
.

cluding,14owever, it is, important to emphsasize that such a set of, strat-

egies does not provide direct solutions to the complex learning and be-

havior problems Manifested by most p'erso seeking special help; rather

they are intended to provide one part of a framework for guiding those

who attempt to provide such help. Moreover, the model provides a basis

for guiding much needed research activity.

AS has been stressed, these corrective strategies are based on an

interactional view of the causes of learning andbehavior problems.

In contluding,'it is well to emphaize that in addition to the theory

,e,!"-
and emOlrical,findings one drawS upon (one chooses) w4th reference to

u6derstandingftheCauses and correction of problems, intervention ac-
,.

tivity also s shaped by one's choice of vllue and belief commitments,

personal and Oofd.sional. These choices combind into a rationale

Underlying ones Positions regarding (a), what motivates behavior, (b)
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what facilitates, and what hinders learning and performance, and

what constitutes an appropriate helping relationship. (Thera-are, of

course, also a va iety of pragmatic factors influencing such posi ions.)

Given that such factors do combine into a rationale shaping practices

and research, an awareness of the ftationale underlying any particular

d
activity and the inadequacies of that rationale may be seen to be cri-

tical if progress is to be made in dealing more efficaciously with

learning and behavior problems than is currently the case.

(
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